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Alumnus returns as PM for Fourth Term

Manasseh Sogavare speaks on the steps of Solomon Islands National Parliament
shortly after winning the prime ministerial election.
Image credit: © 2019 Forum Solomon Islands International

The University of the South Pacific’s
(USP) distinguished alumnus, Honourable Manasseh Sogavare has been
voted in as the sixth Prime Minister
of Solomon Islands for the fourth
time.
A Seventh - day Adventist, Hon Sogavare, hails from Tagibangara in eastern Choiseul to missionary parents.
He left high school in 1974 to become
a clerk in the Honiara Consumers Cooperative shop, but he soon moved
on to another clerical position in the
Inland Revenue Division of the Ministry of Finance.

in this issue

He rose through the ranks to the position of Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Finance in 1993 before resigning to pursue his studies at USP in
Fiji. He graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts Degree in Accounting, Management, and Economics in 1997 and has
since has also obtained a Certificate
in Business Studies and is pursuing a
Masters in Management Studies.
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Honourable Sogavare has previously
held the role of Prime Minister; from
9 December 2014 to 15 November
2017, between 2000 and 2001, and
between 2006 and 2007. He has also
served in the National Parliament as
Member for East Choiseul beginning
in 1997 upon completing his studies
at USP. He has served consecutive
terms as the MP for North East since
1997.
One of his most memorable addresses
was delivered in front of the UN General Assembly in September of 2017.
It would be at the Assembly where
Hon. Sogovare challenged the international community to address the
needs of the 65 million people around
the world who had been forcibly
displaced from their homes as a result of persecution, conflict, violence
and human rights violations, he reaffirmed his Government’s support for
the concept of the “responsibility to
protect”.
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He has also advocated for the need
for Climate Action and that Small
Island States are faced the threat of
climate change, the effects of which
were occurring at an alarming rate
on their shores and presenting a
“clear and present danger”. “We are
in survival mode,” he said, stressing
that while the horrors of a nuclear attack were undeniable, those
caused by climate change were just
as cruel. “If it’s not happening yet, it
will shortly,” he warned.
It is this very confrontational and
charismatic approach that has made
him one of the most revered Pacific
Island Leaders.
Upon his reappointment as Prime
Minister he has assured Solomon
Islanders that his Government has
heard their pleas and will take them
into consideration when working on
the Government’s new policies.
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His Excellency Baron Waqa
leads Pacific Skills Summit
all aspire to a region that is inclusive,
productive and sustainable,” said
President Waqa.
H.E Waqa holds a Master of Education Policy and Administration from
the Monash University – Clayton,
Australia and graduated with Bachelor of Education from The University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji
in 1986.

His Excellency, Baron Divavesi
Waqa, President of the
Republic of Nauru

In a previous interview on his time
at USP, H.E said that “The University
has been doing very well in catering
for the needs [of the Pacific] at the
country and regional level by managing expectations of the member
governments.”

Image credit: © 2019 FBC News

One of The University of the South
Pacific’s prestigious alumnus, His
Excellency, Baron Divavesi Waqa,
President of the Republic of Nauru
officially launched the Pacific Skills
Summit on 25-26 June 2019 at The
University of the South Pacific’s
(USP) Laucala Campus in Suva.

After graduating from USP, he returned to Nauru to work for the
government as a teacher with added responsibility of coordinating
some subjects and started to do management as well for the secondary
school.” After this he took up a position as the Principal of the school,
and then later on as Director of Education also known as the Secretary
of Education. Over the years, the
President has held numerous portfolios including Chair of the Pacific
Island Forum.

He is also one of the key architects of
the initiative, Pacific Skills Summit,
of which he launched last year at
the Pacific Islands Forum in Nauru,
re-affirming the vital link between
skills and sustainable development
in the region. He led representatives
from civil society, Pacific Island governments and the private sector in
signing a ceremonial tapa scroll confirming their commitment to skills
development for a sustainable region.

He has been an elected Member
of Parliament for five consecutive
tenures from 2003 to 2013 before
becoming the President of Nauru.
It is in this capacity and one of the
founding signatories that officiated
over the opening of the Pacific Skills
Summit.

“My vision for the Pacific Skills Partnership was to inspire and stimulate the creation of new, innovative
and practical approaches that will
strengthen the Pacific Skills Pool. We
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50th
USP Alumni and other guests at the
Pacific Hotel, Suva, Fiji.

More than four hundred (400) guests
including Alumni, of The University of
the South Pacific’s (USP) gathered at the
Grand Pacific Hotel’s (GPH) Britannia
Hall on Thursday 13 December, to
th
conclude the year-long 50 Anniversary
celebrations for the University.

The “50th Anniversary Closing Dinner”
hosted by Vice-Chancellor and
President, Professor Rajesh Chandra,
was a culmination of 50 celebratory
events held over the year and across
USP’s regional campuses. The event
was critical as it brought together
Alumni, Heads of State, Members of the
Diplomatic Corp, Government Officials,
Donors and the USP family together to
develop and strengthen partnerships
between the University and various
stakeholders.

“We have been celebrating the
University journey and various significant
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reflections

Alumni speakers at

the USP Entrepreniual
Fair. From left to right,
Mr Beniame Bulilevuka
Ms Naziah Ali,
and Ms Patricia Mallam.
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“Knowledge sharing always matters,
but it matters a great deal to small
Pacific Island Countries. A key element to the partnership is the promotion of next-generation skills to;
identify, develop and leverage those
new skills, we will need to maximize
future opportunities of changing industry practices.”
President Waqa also shared his vision about the need for a focussed
skills sharing channel like a “Pacific
Skills Portal”, which can be used to
establish a regional labour market
and skills data platform. He said that
it is through this medium, that national and regional research data on
the international labour market and
workforce development can be easily accessed and shared.
His opening address for the Pacific
Skills Summit can be viewed on our
link:
www.usp.ac.fj/live
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The event that was officiated by the
President of Fiji His Excellency Major
General (Ret’) Mr Jioji Konusi Konrote,
accompanied by his wife Madam First
Lady Ms Sarote Konrote, saw many

With this years theme being, Innovation and Sustainable Skills for the
Blue Pacific, the focus is to ensure
Pacific Islanders can compete not
only in the regional space but also
the global market by collectively addressing the region’s needs.
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The Summit which took place over
two days looked at ways to address
the skills challenges faced by the region by assessing and by working to
develop a framework of necessary
skills for future jobs in the region.
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Alumnus wins the
Goldman Environmental Prize
Marine conservationist and USP
alumnus, Jacqueline Evans was recently featured on a popular Australian travel and tourism site, Traveller.
The site publishes daily online and
every Saturday and Sunday in The
Sydney Morning Herald, The Age,
the Sun-Herald and The Sunday Age.
Jacqueline, who was a student from
the Cook Islands, received her Bachelor of Science in Environmental
Studies, with an emphasis in Biology
from USP in 1995, then in 2004 she
received her Master of Arts in Geography from the University of Hawaii
at Manoa.
While studying at USP, Jacqueline
was the Secretary of the Cook Islands Students Association and then
became Vice-President of South
Pacific Action Committee for Human Ecology & the Environment

(SPACHEE), where she coordinated
and implemented waste awareness
and anti-nuclear testing campaigns.
Jacqueline’s journey took her to
many different countries around
the world where she experienced
beautiful underwater landscapes
through scuba diving, and culture
through friends, food, music and
handicraft. She also found beauty,
vulnerability and power of nature.
Before embarking on her journey,
she travelled around Fiji (when she
was a student), learning about ocean
voyaging of her ancestors, and gaining an appreciation for a simple lifestyle which has a very low impact on
the natural environment.
Because of her dedication and tireless and persistent conservation
work, in July 2017, the Cook Islands
enacted new legislation known as

Marine conservationist
Jacqueline Evans.
“Marae Moana” which strives to sustainably manage and conserve all
763,000 square miles of the country’s ocean territory.
In April 2019, Jacqueline was a recipient of the Goldman Environmental
Prize, which is the world’s largest
award honouring environmental
activists at the grassroots level to
recognise her for leading a five-year
campaign to better protect Cook Islands waters.

Alumni speak on innovation at the
Oracle OpenWorld - Asia
Two (2) USP alumni who work in
the Telecommunications industry
were selected to speak at the 2019
Oracle OpenWorld Asia which took
place in Singapore in April this year.
The speakers Ronald Prasad, Chief
Operating Officer of Vodafone Fiji
and Shalvin Narayan, Head of Information Technology at Telecom Fiji
Limited were selected by Oracle to
speak as innovators, disruptors and
thought leaders of tomorrow.

Public Administration in 2002, then
a Postgraduate Certificate in Financial Management in 2004, then a
Master of Business Administration
(MBA) in 2006 from USP. He then
studied Executive Leadership Development Program, Strategy & Organisation at Stanford University, Silicon
Valley, USA in 2017.
Ronald Prasad

As Chief Operating Officer for Vodafone Fiji Ronald is responsible for
Operations, Customer Service, Marketing and Sales for the Consumer
and Enterprise segment. He is also
in charge of strategy, growth and
profitability of Vodafone’s Cloud &
Security business, which includes
services and capabilities designed to
help customers benefit from effective, reliable and secure services.
Ronald received Double majors in Informations Systems, Management &

Shalvin Narayan

USP ALUMNI NEWS

The other speaker, Shalvin who is
the Head of Information Technology
at Telecom Fiji Limited is responsible
for leading all aspects of IT strategy,
application development & operations, Operations Support System
(OSS) and Business Support Systems
(BSS), datacenter services, security,
infrastructure and managed ICT services. He also manages the Managed
ICT Services team that manages the
day to day IT services for their corporate and SMEs in Fiji. Shalvin’s team
is also designs, deploys and manages
solutions for corporates and SMEs as
per their business needs.
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Alumnus addresses climate change
Pacific Islanders, saying “I decided
to take this course to assist people in
finding ways and means to address
the its (Climate Change) impacts”.
Isimel currently works at Oxfam International-Papua New Guinea as a
Humanitarian Coordinator and was
previously employed by USP as a
Community Mobiliser.

Isimel Tuembe
Isimel Tuembe, a USP, Pace-SD alumnus graduated with a Postgraduate
diploma in Climate Change in 2013.
He chose his programme of study
due to Climate Change Impacts that
have been threatening the ecosystems and the livelihoods of people
in Papua New Guinea and in general, Climate Change effects affecting

“I am from an Island Province in
Papua New Guinea and the impacts
of Climate Change with regard to
sea level rise and coral bleaching
are the main issues that I observed
occurring in my Village. Based on
this, I decided to study fisheries and
climate change so I can effectively
assist my people in addressing these
issues,” he said.
One of the memorable stories of his
professional career was during the
preparation of a baseline survey

where Isimel prepared a brief presentation on Climate Change. He
was delighted that community members were engaged and were keen to
learn more about climate change and
its impacts, especially what is happening in the Pacific.
He learnt a lot of skills, but is proud
to be able to write quality constructive field assessment reports and is
also able to effectively communicate
with larger audiences and communities. These skills are vital for the
work that he does. Isimel is planning
to further his education by studying
Climate Change and its impacts on
Marine Environments. Mainly because the Pacific Island Nations are
more dependent on the marine environment for sustaining livelihood
and economies.

USP staff and climate activist represents Fiji
Komal Kumar, a USP alumnus, who
won the Global Landscapes Forum
Kyoto youth competition is a Fijian
youth climate activist who grew up
in the two (2) coastal cities of Fiji:
Nadi and Suva. She did not pay too
much attention to climate change issues as she was growing up however
with the increasing environmental
changes, she could no longer turn a
blind eye to the issue.
“When I was young, I can remember
that the cyclones were never this intense, and heavy rain never caused
as much flooding and damage as it
does now to many parts of our country,” she recalls.
Her interest in climate activism was
peaked when she started her tertiary education at USP, and as a student became more interested and
involved by learning more about
how climate change is affecting
the Pacific and the world. At a time
where there was very little interest

the Pacific, which are some of the
world’s most vulnerable places to climate change.

Komal Kumar, a Youth Activist
and Staff at USP.
about how serious these issues were,
she started thinking about how she
could personally contribute towards
protecting her environment from
the horrific effects of climate change.
By the time Fiji was chosen to host
the presidency for the 2017 U.N. Climate Change Conference (COP 23)
in Bonn, Germany, she had become
part of a 15-member youth delegation that traveled to attend the event
and represent their country and

Today, Komal works at USP as a Programme Officer and is also part of
the Alliance for Future Generations
Fiji group. The group focuses primarily on encouraging young Fijians to
become more active in addressing
environmental issues.
“People know about climate change
and how it’s affecting us,” she stresses. “The awareness is there, because
you see these issues in the newspapers, radio and TV news on a daily
basis. But when it becomes too scientific, it gets a bit difficult for them
to understand.”
Ms Kumar is convinced that young
people can and will play a decisive
role in addressing climate change,
but only if they are involved before
it’s too late.

radiopasifik.caster.fm/
OR CHECK US OUT ON THE USP WEBSITE
www.usp.ac.fj/RadioPasifik
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What memories do you have
of your University student
life and what inspired you
during your studies at USP?
I have a lot of fond, exciting stories
and memories of university life in
USP. My three years in Laucala Campus were the most exciting and adventurous moments of my life, I got
to meet and make new friends from
different countries, with different
cultural backgrounds, I got to experience life in a different country with
a different lifestyle. I learnt a lot from
those experiences, even the study
sessions, field trips and group work,
lectures and tutorials were exciting
as I got to meet more new people and
learn more new things everyday.
University also helped me to be independent and that really prepared
me for who I am now.
My lecturers and tutors contributed
a lot to inspire me to try harder and
do my best to get that degree, I was
inspired everyday when I got to campus and see other students studying
and the atmosphere in the University is beautiful and unique, one can’t
give excuses for not studying, as we
have all we needed in order to graduate at the end of each programme.
From teachers and colleagues to
Student Learning support and other
study materials.

Why did you choose USP
and your field of study?
I chose USP due to it being the most
recognised University in the South
Pacific region and it is also known
for its high quality education system.
Most of the leaders in my country
go to that university and I made up
my mind that if I want to be a leader
in the future, I better study in that
university too. Choosing my field of
study was tough for me, so I made
my decision in choosing what I think
would help in developing my country. I chose tourism because it is one
of the industries that our government is focusing on right now.

How did USP prepare you in
your career?
Through my courses, field trips and
other activities in USP, I became
self-reliant, confident and independent. All the other skills that got me
this job were from USP, my knowledge, grades, certificates and internship did help in me getting a job as
soon as I finished from USP. USP has
contributed a lot to who I am today.

Christina Joy
Kafukese
Solomon Islands

Bachelor of Commerce in
Tourism and Hospitality, 2018
School Based Foundation
Social Science, 2015
Pasifiki HR
Front Desk and
Administrative
Assistant

Describe your present job
and what you enjoy about it.
I am now working for a Human Resource Agency, apart from manning
the front desk and assisting clients,
I manage our online website, advertising of jobs, registering of CVs from
jobseekers, assist with admin tasks
for our staff and mostly help job
seekers find their dream jobs. I enjoyed meeting people, our team here
are wonderful and I love the fact
that I get to learn more from such a
diverse and reputable company.

What literature or
subscriptions would you
recommend for graduates
(books/blogs/magazines)?
My recommendations to fellow students would be to subscribe to newsletters from different companies,
read articles about your fields issues,
follow blogs from our professors and
also their research articles are great.
For instance the ones that Alexander
Trupp is writing which I now tend to
follow due to it being about real pacific issues and development.

Where do you see yourself
in five (5) years (career and
or personal goals)?
In five years time I see myself in a
managerial position, owning a small
business and continuing helping
others find employment in the tourism industry.

Please share three tips
that you think would be
important for current
students and recent
graduates that will help
them start out on their
career paths.
Here are some tips for newly grads
and those about to grad, keep track
of employment agencies back in
your countries. Those with oppor-

USP ALUMNI NEWS

tunities that would help you grow in
your career, do not give up on your
dreams, keep on sending out application after application until you get a
job. Do not be too selective on which
job you get. We all have to start from
the bottom of the ladder, the more
experience you get, the more attractive your CV will become and then
with that, you will be able to find
better positions. Also make use of
your holidays and do part time work,
this really helps after grad, as I said
earlier, do things that makes your CV
look attractive to employers.

What has your involvement
been with the University
since you graduated? (Or
how would you like to be
involved?)
Apart from just helping new graduates with finding employment opportunities, my involvement with
USP since graduation has not been
really great but I would love to be an
alumni who gets to do tasks and help
out in anyway I can, am a proud USP
graduate, always have been. I would
love organising events and working
with other colleagues or USP alumni
if given the opportunity.

Any other information you
would like to share e.g.
community work you are
involved in (Include other
relevant information and
photographs that you would
like to share)
Since I started working here, we have
been to a careers fair and I enjoyed
every bit of it. This company always
gives back to the community. That
event made me realise how important a careers fair is to students. We
also take part in recruitments of seasonal workers. This is a programme
to help those unskilled people who
need jobs, mostly people from grassroot and local communities.
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ALUMNI PROFILE
- Q&A

Why did you choose your
field of study?
I spent fourteen (14) years of my
work life in the Private Sector and
the transition to the Public Sector
was quite challenging for me. My
chosen field of study enhanced my
knowledge, understanding and experience to progress in my career
and contribute to the economic and
social development of the Cook Islands.

Briefly reflect on your
student life at USP?
It was quite challenging at first given
that I put off tertiary education for
over seventeen (17) years. The programme offered in the Cook Islands
was quite valuable as I could continue with full time employment and
best of all, did not have to leave family behind to travel abroad to study.

Greatest achievement[s] as
a student:
Graduating! I am so proud to call myself a graduate student at The University of the South Pacific (USP). I
am currently pursuing a Bachelor of
Laws degree as a part time student
whilst maintaining full time employment.

Who/what do you credit
your success to? What
inspires you?
I owe my success in achieving my
goals to my former employer and
a former MBA graduate of USP, Ms
Anne Herman-Fua who consistently
empowered me to pursue continuous education with USP, my loving
family and parents, and God. Finally
yet importantly, I give thanks to our
heavenly father for his continuous
guidance.

How do you think USP
helped you in your career?
USP has helped tremendously
with providing assistance towards
scholarship opportunities, providing study tips, and most importantly, new learning has increased my
knowledge and understanding in
the Public Sector and great salary
increments because of having a degree.

Describe any challenges
you faced to reach where
you are today and how you
overcome those challenges?
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Angela Ngamata Pupure Charlie
Cook Islands

Postgraduate Diploma in
Public Sector
Management (2013),
Master of Business
Administration
(2015)
Manager
Corporate
Services, Cook
Islands National
Superannuation
Fund

A main challenge faced was the fear
of failing a course because of the
seventeen (17) year gap of no tertiary education. I believe if “there is
a will, there is a way to face those
challenges and remove barriers that
I believed that gave me restrictions
to progressing forward to achieving
excellence.”

Where do you see yourself
in 10 years (career and/or
personal goals)?
My career goals are to progress towards becoming a leader to achieve
success in the Cook Islands National
Superannuation Fund and be a mentor for our members to save for their
retirement and see its importance in
life.
Personal goals are to become a role
model for my children giving them
every opportunity to achieve success through continuous education
either in country or abroad.

What advice would you
give to current and future
students of USP?
Pursue your dreams and aim high.
Give time to experience the work
life so that you receive the guidance
in making informed decisions of
where you would like to see yourself
in your career.
Most importantly, always excel towards success.
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Please share top three tips
that you think are most
important for our recent
graduates that will help
them when starting out on
their career paths.
1. Never get discouraged when your
first job application is declined or
you did not make the top short
list. Keep on trying and always
strive for success.
2. Return to your home countries
and serve your people. Accomplishments at USP are to be
shared back home.
3. Be role models and continuously
promote successes at USP.

What has your involvement
been with the University
since you graduated?
I was elected as the Vice-President of
the Cook Islands USP Students’ Association in 2013 and have served the
students for the past three (3) years
representing students’ affairs and
issues to the USP Student Association Council Meetings and being the
voice of the Cook Islands Students.
On the 8 April 2016, I was appointed
as the new USPSA Chairperson for a
two (2) year period by the USP Students’ Association Council at its 14th
USPSA Federal Council Meeting held
in Nadi, Fiji.
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

1970 | Mr Beniamino Salacakau
Education: Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts and Graduate Certificate of Education in 1973, and then with a Post Graduate Diploma in Development Studies in 2006 from USP
Currently: High Commissioner for the Republic of Fiji in Pretoria South Africa
Previously: He began his career as a high school teacher and made a name for
himself as a sports personality
Country: Fiji Islands

1980 | Mereia Volavola
Education: Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts Field Of StudyEconomics and
Business Management in 1989 from USP, then an MBA in Banking
and Finance Field Of Study Banking & Finance from the University of Wales, UK
Currently: Consultant - Private Sector, Trade, Agriculture Development, Agriculture Value Chain and Policy
Previously: Chief Executive Officer at the Pacific Islands Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO)
Country: Fiji

1990 | Hannaline Nalau Ilo
Education: Graduated in 1999 with a Certificate of Law and later with a Bachelor of Law in 2005 from USP
Currently: Senior Magistrate for the Republic of Vanuatu
Previously: Served for a little while as a Senior Investigator at the Vanuatu
Ombudsman’s Office before being appointed as a Legal Officer at
the Public Service Commission
Country: Vanuatu

2000 | Simon Tiwok
Education: Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) Field Of StudyEconomics
and Management/Public Admin in 2002 from USP, then in 2013
received a Fellowship in Financial Inclusion at Tufts University The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy and in 2016, received
his Master of Public Policy from the Victoria University of
Wellington
Currently: Director’s Advisor, Asian Development Bank, NCR - National
Capital Region, Philippines
Previously: Manager, Domestic Financial Markets (and Financial Inclusion)
Unit at the Reserve Bank of Vanuatu
Country: Vanuatu

2010 | David Bogese
Education:
Currently:
Previously:
Country:

Graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce in 2014 from USP
Sales and Marketing Officer at the South Pacific Oil ltd
Graduate Trainee at the Pan Oceanic Bank, Solomon Islands
Solomon Islands
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News @USP: www.usp.ac.fj/news

STORIES IN PICTURES

Professor Yasuyuki
Sawada, ADB
Chief Economist,
speaking at USP at
the Strengthening
Disaster Resilience
seminar - May
2019.

Niue begins first
MBA Cohort - May
2019.

‘Understanding Oceania’ Book
Launch - June 2019.

Weeklong Global Navigation
Satellite System workshop (GNSS)
- June 2019.

USP-Pullman
partnership to
benefit Nadi
Hospitality Industry
- June 2019.

News @USP:
www.usp.ac.fj/news
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Stay Connected
to USP, your

Alma Mater!

Our professional network provides opportunities make
new business contacts, obtain referrals, view professional
profiles of other alumni and inform other USP alumni of
your professional endeavours.

Register Online: www.usp.ac.fj/alumni

www.facebook.com/USPAlumniNetwork

twitter.com/USPAlumni

Contact Details

T: +679 3232914
E: alumni@usp.ac.fj
www.usp.ac.fj/alumnilinkedin

www.instagram.com/unisouthpacific
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